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abstract  for OSHA 501 2018 

 

Susan B. Brandt 
Associate Professor 
Production Management 
Entertainment Technology 
 
OSHA 501  
Trainer Course in Occupational Safety & Health Standards for General Industry 6/18/18 to 6/21/18 
OSHA Training Institute Education Center  
 
 
Abstract 
Safety in live entertainment has become a crucial component of live event work environments. Local 
venues such as the Public Theatre now employ full time production manager’s whose sole focus is 
safety.  Osha 501 is the last course I need to become a certified OSHA Trainer. This will allow me to 
conduct both 10‐hour and 30‐hour general industry safety and health outreach courses and to issue 
cards to participants. Many local venues and unions are now requiring members to have the 10 hour 
card before starting work. My intension is to add a new safety course to the Entertainment Technology 
curriculum and complete the Live Entertainment Event Management track.  
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Abstract 
Ting Chin 
Assistant Professor 
Architectural Technology 

 Architectural Technology 
 

Concept Catalysts: A Catalog Contextualizing Typologies of Concept Building Strategies in Beginning 
Design Studios  
National Conference on the Beginning Design Student 2019 
Constructing Context: Situating Beginning Design 

 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
“Durability will be assured when foundations are carried down to the solid ground and materials wisely 
and liberally selected.”1 

In addition to obtaining foundational design skills, first-year students in architecture programs are 
required to undergo a transformation where they are charged with removing any preconceived notions 
about design, with the intention of accessing innovation and creativity, while maintaining excellence in 
the process of making. This focus can be traced back to the teaching philosophy of the Bauhaus where 
craftsman meets artist. The artist embodies notions of creativity and innovation while the craftsman 
focuses on the poetics of making.2 In observing several first-year programs throughout the United States, 
one can identify an additional strategy being employed in first-year studio curricula.  Rule-based design 
has become a recurring theme that has shifted the context of concept and project development into a 
process focused and bottom up approach, where specific methodologies are introduced to the students 
and iterating is employed as a means of achieving complexity and sophistication. One of the questions 
that surfaces most often in the development of design studio curricula is how to establish a framework 
for students that yields meaningful connections between concept derivation and design strategy.  

Ledewitz writes “...only a fraction of the content of most studios is articulated explicitly and taught 
directly. The content is largely implicit in the nature and organization of the projects we give. Students 
learn much about what “architecture” is and what “design” is even in the type of problems we select.” 3 
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Ivan L. Guzman PhD, PE  

Assistant Professor  

Construction Management and Civil Engineering Technology 

Geotechnical Engineering 

 
Use of Repurposed Fibers to Decrease Hydraulic Conductivity without Compromising Load 

Restrictions in Urban Roof Farms 

ASCE G-I Geo Congress 2019 

Geotechnical Engineering 
 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

Rooftop farming systems deliver the benefits of rural and suburban agriculture to an urban setting by taking 

advantage of seldom-used roof real estate. One of the challenges preventing the industry from reaching a 

bigger audience is the existing building’s roof ability to withstand additional structural loads imposed by 

soil, vegetation, retained water and increased activity. To help minimize added structural loads designers 

have used lightweight engineered soil to mimic the characteristics of natural soil. However, lightweight 

engineered soils have poor water retention properties which leads to the need for heavy irrigation schedules, 

which in turn leads to rapid leaching of nutrients. This imposes an economic deterrent to the wider use of 

this green technology.  The conundrum leaves the designers and/or farmers with the difficult choice of 

sacrificing soil depth available for plant growth by adding heavier fine grained soils; or, planning for heavy 

irrigation schedules accompanied by nutrient loss which results in added economic liability. Through 

laboratory experiments, the authors have found results which indicate that the addition of repurposed textile 

to lightweight engineered soils has the effect of modifying the hydraulic properties of the soil without 

compromising its weight. The results of our experimental program are presented as well as the implications 

on imposed roof weights, loss of nutrients, and economic benefits of adopting the technology. By presenting 

this work to the geotechnical community the authors intend to create awareness to this niche technical area, 

where soil mechanics and structural knowledge can be used to solve problems faced by Agronomists.  
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M. Genevieve Hitchings 
Associate Professor 
Communication Design 
COMD Department 

 
Visualize, Art Revealing Science: Simplifying Complex Science 
50th Anniversary Juried Exhibition, 2018 
Art Gallery of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C. 

 
 
ABSTRACT 

 
Hitchings, M.G. (05. 16 — 10. 15 2018). “Bioluminescent Beetles.” Guild of Natural Science 
Illustrators (GNSI) 50th Anniversary Juried Exhibition. Art Gallery of the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science, Washington, D.C. 
An info-graphic poster I illustrated and designed was selected as part of GNSI’s “Simplifying 
Complex Science” category to be featured in a curated gallery exhibit. Each year, in conjunction 
with the Guild’s annual conference, GNSI holds an international member’s exhibition to celebrate 
the beauty and wonder of scientific illustration. The juried exhibits showcase the very best work 
from emerging and professional scientific illustrators and visualizers. 
 
Poster designed for the Massachusetts Audubon Society. Fireflies, as with many organisms, are 
directly affected by land-use change. This poster is designed as a promotional item, to be given as a 
thank you, in support of a community-based effort to help researchers track firefly populations 
during the summer of 2019 

September 17, 2010 
Office of the Provost 
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Nan Li, PhD  
Assistant Professor 
Differential Geometry 
Department of Mathematics 
 
Quantitative Estimates on the Singular Sets of Alexandrov Spaces  
Australian-German Workshop on Differential Geometry in the Large, 2019  
Presentation of research results 

 
 

ABSTRACT 
 
We study the quantitative singular sets $S^k_\epsilon$ for collapsed Alexandrov spaces. We prove a new covering 
theorem and the packing estimates for $S^k_\epsilon$. We also show that $S^k_\epsilon$ are $k$‐rectifiable, 
and for every $1\le k\le n‐2$, we construct examples for which $S^k_\epsilon$ is a Cantor set with positive 
$H^k$‐measure. This is a joint work with Aaron Naber. 
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Eric Lobel 

 

Rank: Asst. 

Professor 

Discipline: 

Radiologic 

Technology

Department: 

RAD-TECH 

 
Presentation Title 

Association of Educators 

in Radiologic Technology 

of the State of New York 

Annual Conference 
 

 
 
I attended the Association of Educators in Radiologic Technology of the state of New York (AERT) in Lake George NY. 
 
The conference was well attended by educators in the field of radiography.  Lectures were structured around educational 
topics and accreditation of programs by the JRCERT.  More information can be found in the conference brochure found on 
AERTSNY.org. 
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Elizabeth Milonas, PhD 

Assistant Professor 

Computer Systems 
Technology Department  

 
Meta-analysis of Knowledge Organization 

Domain Analysis Clinic 1(DAC1) 

Institute for Knowledge Organization and Structure 
 
 
ABSTRACT 

 

The Institute of Knowledge Organization and Structure promotes and conducts research in order and 

structure of knowledge, including empirical, experimental and quasi-experimental research using domain 

analytical methods (https://knoworg.org/about/).  As part of the Institute’s mission to discover, document, 
disseminate and generate implementations of the orders and structures of knowledge, the Domain 

Analysis Clinic brought together a group of invited researchers for two days to work together to identify 

and fill specific gaps in knowledge organization. During this clinic, the researchers looked at the domain 

of knowledge organization through a meta-analytical lens.  Dr. Joseph Tennis from the University of 

Washington’s iSchool and former president of the International Society for Knowledge Organization 

(ISKO) was the moderator and keynote speaker. 

 

My participation in the two-day clinic involved evaluating Dahlberg’s classification and Smiraglia’s 

index to identify unique facets within the two works through an examination of the themes presented in 

each of the works. The examination was conducted through the use of data analytic software Voyant. 

Data gathered from the works was stripped to theme format and entered into Voyant. Term frequencies 

were calculated and correlations noted. Terms were compared to themes and graphs were generated 

identifying the strong and weak themes. The results from my preliminary analysis was an identification of 

clear and persistent themes within the domain of Knowledge Organization which include classification, 

systems, indexing, thesauri and knowledge. However, the most notable finding from my analysis was the 

absence of two vital themes: identity and ethics. This analysis was the first step in a broader and deeper 

understanding of the themes present and absent within the domain of knowledge organization. My future 

research will focus on the reasons contributing to the absence of the identity and the ethics themes. The 

work generated in the clinic will be used as the basis of a future publication.  

 

https://knoworg.org/about/


Robert Polchinski 

Professor 

Environmental Control Technology 

 

 

HVAC Educators Conference March 1 – 5 , 2019 

 

Abstract 

This is an annual conference organized by ESCO Group, a non-profit organization serving the 

HVAC education field and geared toward HVAC educators. ESCO is authorized by the US EPA 

to administer certification exams for Refrigerant safe practice exams (EPA 608) for which I am a 

proctor. 

I did not present at this year’s conference. The purpose of my attendance was to attend various 

workshops on: regulatory changes, increasing enrollment, new developments in the industry and 

digital controls. There were also networking opportunities with instructors at other colleges and a 

Trade show featuring the latest equipment.  

From the Conference Organizer: 

 “Instructors can participate knowing that the sessions are conducted by professionals who are 

involved in many aspects of the HVACR industry, including: manufacturing, designing, 

engineering, or teaching.  

Learn how to incorporate emerging technologies into the classroom. 

Network with peers from across North America to share ideas, gain new skills and become a 

better instructor. 

Discover innovative approaches to teaching the same curriculum. 

Improve your knowledge of the subject matter required to teach your curriculum. 

Learn new teaching techniques that can improve student outcomes.” 

 



Nandi Prince 
Assistant Professor 
Library 

 

 

Abstract:  

I wish to be considered for the travel grant to attend the “Computers in Libraries 2019: User 

Engagement in the Digital Age,” conference. The conference will be most beneficial to my 

professional growth because I expect to come away with practical tools that I will incorporate 

into my teaching. I am new to the tenure track, my appointment commenced on September of 

2018. I am currently teaching one-shot instruction information literacy sessions that are 

integrated into many courses. I am slated to begin teaching one of the library’s three-credit 

courses in the fall of 2019.  Specific areas relevant to instruction and part of the program are: 

social justice; strategies for teaching fake news; new ways of incorporating technology in the 

classroom and tips to culturally responsive teaching.  When I return, I hope to share with my 

colleagues, new research strategies and current trends in technology to impart to our many 

students. I am also interested in makerspaces and hope to learn about successful implementations 

at other libraries of comparable size to City Tech. Attendance would further my endeavors to 

maintain a standard of excellence in teaching by networking with colleagues and engaging in 

discussion on share solutions to problems in higher education.  I embrace opportunities to 

improve my skill sets. 
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Ryoya Terao 
Associate Professor 
Video Production 
Entertainment Technology 

 
Panel Title 
Long-Term Career Planning and Professional Development 

The annual convention of the Broadcast Education Association (BEA) 
Las Vegas, NV, April 6 – 9, 2019 

 
 

Abstract 
Academia often focuses on theories, but perhaps not always on practical aspects. Even when faculty mentor 
students, it is usually to find jobs, but not how to stay employable. In today’s rapidly changing technological 
climate, continuous professional development and adjustments according to one’s career stage are paramount. 
The lack of this knowledge may end our students’ careers sooner than expected. For strengthening curricula, this 
panel provides practical advice from industry experts on effective career management. 

 

Retionale 
Compared to a decade or two ago, quality video equipment today is significantly more affordable. As a result, 
many of our students plan to launch their own production companies after graduation. Since they can do so cost 
effectively, they will likely find clients more easily than newcomers could in the past. However, with so many 

others pursuing the same goals, they also face many competitors. It is important for us as educators to prepare 
students for this competition and guide them in succeeding. Equally important, by the time our (former) students 
are somewhat established and able to increase their service fees, they will likely witness younger filmmakers 

rising with more affordable rates. This panel will discuss what students need to do if they would like to succeed as 
owners of production companies or freelancers. Do they have all the necessary skills? How about keeping up with 
new technologies? As they age, how can they compete against others? How long can they keep working? What 

are realistic expectations in the field? How to stay active and succeed are topics that are often neglected in our 
curricula. We should share respective information and insights with the students, so that they are better 
prepared for the workplace. This panel will include experienced experts from academe and the industry who will 

share their voices in hope to assist future industry workers. 

Panelists 

Prof. Daniela Castillo (Colorado State University) 
Prof. John Gallagher (Borough of Manhattan Community College) 
Prof. Colleen Kopchik (Marist College) 
Prof. Ryoya Terao (New York City College of Technology) 
 

 



 
 
Adam J. Wilson, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Emerging Media Technology 
Entertainment Technology 

 
Plectrodon, II, for fretless electric guitar and real-time software improvisation agent  
MOXSonic, Missouri Experimental Sonic Arts Festival, 2019 
Experimental Electronic Music 

 
 
ABSTRACT 
Plectrodon, II represents the latest version of my evolving real-time human-computer improvisation 
system. The system incorporates a novel software component enabling the computer to improvise in 
the musical styles of its human collaborator. It also generates formal structures for independent 
musical accompaniment from the aggregate data supplied by the human performers. All of this is 
achieved with an adaptation of the online factor oracle algorithm, which is used to build and update 
automata representing all substrings of notes from the human performance—in the smallest number of 
states—and perform rapid pattern matching on the results to generate more or less stylistically 
coherent musical responses. 

 



 
	
	
	
	
Lin Zhou, PhD 
Associate Professor 
Applied Mathematics 
Mathematics Department 
	
Stochastic Mesoscale Modeling for Wormlike Micellar and Networked Fluids  
19th International Workshop on Numerical Methods for Non-Newtonian Flows 
Peso da Regua, Portugal, June 16-20, 2019 

	
	
ABSTRACT 
Complex fluids can be modeled and studied at the macroscopic or mesoscopic level. Mesoscale stochastic 

  models have the advantage over macroscale models in that they capture the local properties of the 
  embedded structural elements. Mesoscopic elements are often modeled as bead springs (Hookean or 
  non-Hookean) which in wormlike micellar mixtures or telechelic polymers self-assemble into long chains 
  or networks that dynamically break and reform. Long wormlike micelles in concentrated mixtures 
  entangle and their motion is conned by nearby worms. This confinement can possibly be captured by 
  allowing weak cross-chain attractions. These weaker cross-chain attractions exist in mucins and may 
  be a proxy for confinement modeling in wormlike-micellar mixtures. In this talk we discuss models and 
  computational results for stochastic mesoscale breaking reforming systems and explore model parameter 
  ranges which lead to capturing particular properties of each of wormlike micelles, telechelic polymers, 
  and mucins. 

September 17, 2010 
Office of the Provost 




